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5 КЛАСС

Группа A
Прочитай текст. Выполни задания 1 – 3. Запиши краткий ответ.
We Love Travelling
Hello, I’m Mary. Our family likes to travel. Last summer we spent our
holidays near the lake. We slept in a tent. We had sleeping bags with us and
used them every night because the nights were really cold. My father and
John, my brother, fished a lot every day. Mum and I swam in the lake. My
swimsuit was red, mum’s one was blue. I was sad because I didn’t have my
flippers with me. They always help me swim very fast. We cooked our food
on fire. It was delicious.
I usually ask my parents: “Where are we going to go next summer?” They
say that we are going to visit Spain. It is a hot and sunny country. At the
weekend we’re going to buy a new swimsuit for me, sunglasses for mum and
swimming trunks and flippers for John. I’m going to swim a lot and learn to
dive. I’m sure it will be a great holiday.
1. Where did Mary spend last summer?

Группа B
Выполни задания 4 – 6. Необходимо выбрать правильный ответ и
поставить
метку
("крестик")
в
клеточку,
которая
соответствует выбранному варианту ответа.
4. Choose the correct item.
How _____ flour do you need?
А) a lot of
Б) lots of
В) much
Г) many
5. Choose the correct item.
Rex is _____ dog of all.
А) clever
Б) cleverer
В) cleverest
Г) the cleverest
6. Choose the correct item.
Yesterday Bill was the first, today he is the second, tomorrow he will be
_____.
А) the fifth
Б) the fourth
В) the third
Г) the sixth

2. Who went fishing?
3. What is the weather usually like in Spain?
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